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Abstract

I. Introduction
Multinational firms account for a large share of global output and employment.1 In structuring their
global operations, these firms confront various costs of multinational production and trade. For instance,
whether a firm should pursue a strategy of maintaining many plants to avoid shipping costs or a strategy of
consolidating production in a few locations turns on the size of the fixed costs of establishing foreign plants

to produce where depends on the interaction of comparative advantage and the cost of shipping goods. In the
data, firms tend to concentrate their production in only a few locations, which is intuitive under increasing
returns at the plant level, and to use export platform sales in order to serve markets outside the host country.
For US multinationals’ affiliates in Europe, Figure I documents the proportion of output exported to other
countries from the host country. Across all countries (including countries outside Europe), export platform
sales account for an average of 43 percent of multinationals’ foreign output, a share that is systematically higher
for smaller countries.
In this paper, I develop a framework that is designed to answer several key questions. First, what are
the costs associated with multinational production? How important are the fixed costs of establishing foreign
operations relative to possible efficiency losses due to remote management? Second, how does the process of
globalization, measured as a fall in these costs, affect the structure of global production? Will globalization
result in firms’ consolidating production in a few favored locations, or will firms expand their global production
networks? Third, how does allowing for multinational production affect our understanding of the welfare effects
in a general equilibrium trade model?
Export platform sales, together with the presence of fixed cost of establishing foreign plants, imply a
hard permutation problem for deciding on how to structure a firm’s global operations. A firm simultaneously
needs to decide the set of countries in which to establish a production plant, which markets to serve from each
plant, and how much to sell to each market. Perhaps for this reason, the literature on multinational firms in
multi-country settings has made extreme assumptions. Existing work either does not allow for export platform
sales or ignores the fixed costs of establishing foreign plants. The key idea for tractability in the framework
presented in this paper is to consider a firm as consisting of a continuum of products and to treat a firm’s
product-location-specific productivities as random variables, similarly to how Eaton and Kortum (2002) treat
a country’s productivities. By allowing each firm to produce a continuum of products, I smooth out the firm’s
1 A multinational firm is a company with enterprises in more than one country. I define its home country as the country in which
the parent company of the enterprises is registered. Usually, this coincides with the country of the multinational firm’s headquarters.
According to Bernard et al. (2009), in the year 2000 multinational firms accounted for nearly 80 percent of US imports and exports,
and employed 18 percent of the entire US civilian workforce. Publicly available BEA data shows that, in the manufacturing sector,
the sales by US MNEs’ majority-owned foreign affiliates are more than twice as large as aggregate US exports.
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relative to the costs of shipping goods. Further, given a set of production locations, the choice of which product

Notes: This figure displays the share of output that is exported to countries outside the host country by US
multinationals’ majority-owned foreign affiliates in the manufacturing sector. For the European countries displayed
in the figure, typically only about 5 percent of the output is sold back to the US. An exception is Ireland, for which
17 percent of the output is sold to the US. Across all countries (including countries outside Europe), US-owned
foreign affiliates in the manufacturing sector sell 43 percent of their output to countries outside the host country –
13 percent of the output is sold to the US and 30 percent to other foreign countries. The statistics are for the year
2004. Source: BEA.

response to changes in aggregate variables and obtain intuitive, closed-form expressions for the output at each of
the firm’s plants. A firm’s output is a function of the locations of its plants, the productivity of each plant, the
input costs in the plants’ host countries, and the market potential of the plants’ host countries. Furthermore,
the model delivers a probability with which a firm chooses a set of plants, as the fixed cost to establish a plant
in a foreign country is stochastic and firm-country-specific.
With this framework, I conduct a two-tiered empirical analysis. Using German firm-level data on output
at the parent and affiliate levels, I estimate both the variable production costs in foreign countries as well as the
distribution of fixed costs to establish a foreign plant. I find that German multinational firms face between 5
percent (Austria) and 35 percent (United States) larger variable production costs abroad than at home and face
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Figure I
Export Platform Shares for US Multinationals in Europe

substantial fixed costs of establishing foreign affiliates. I also document that multinational firms tend to produce
a large share of their output domestically and that this pattern is robust across size cohorts and industries.
In the second tier of my empirical inquiry, I focus on general equilibrium welfare analysis. I calibrate
the general equilibrium outcomes of the model to match data on bilateral trade flows, bilateral shares of foreign
production, and the country-specific production cost estimates from German multinational firms. The cost
estimates of German multinationals enable me to include both variable foreign production frictions and fixed
costs in the analysis that otherwise includes only aggregate data. I solve for the endogenous relative wages and

global production. For example, currently, Canada and the EU are in the ratification process of a trade and
investment agreement: CETA. If one supposes that the agreement is signed and yields a 20 percent reduction
of variable and fixed production costs between the signatories, then – according to my calibrated model – EU
multinationals would divert around five percent of their production from the US to Canada. These findings
hinge on the possibility of export platform sales from Canada to the US. Without this possibility, the location
and output decisions of European firms are independent between Canada and the United States. Instead, I
find that a Canada-EU trade and investment agreement could induce a strong third-party effect on the United
States.
Furthermore, I demonstrate that a more complete model of multinational production and trade can
revise answers to classic questions in the trade literature. Specifically, I investigate how technology shocks in
one country affect production and welfare outcomes in all countries, a question often studied in trade models
without multinational production. Multinational production provides an additional channel through which
technology can flow across countries. Suppose all US firms improve their technology by 20 percent. I find
that the welfare gains in foreign countries from such a technology improvement are an order of magnitude
larger when multinational production is taken into account. The magnitude of the gains in foreign countries
depends crucially on the cost of foreign production, which I carefully estimate in this paper. In models without
multinational production, the cost of foreign production is infinite by assumption.
The model presented in this paper combines elements of Helpman et al. (2004) and Eaton and Kortum
(2002). As in Helpman et al. (2004), firms produce differentiated goods and can establish foreign plants at the
expense of fixed costs.2 I extend their framework by incorporating export-platform sales and multi-product
firms. As in Eaton and Kortum (2002), countries differ in their comparative advantage in production. In
my model, however, each product can be produced only by a single firm, which can also produce in foreign
countries, while Eaton and Kortum (2002) instead assume that each firm operates only domestically and that
firms from different countries can produce the same product. If multinational production is prohibitively costly,
2 Helpman

et al. (2004) combine key elements that appeared in Melitz (2003) and Horstmann and Markusen (1992).
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price indices in every country. With the calibrated model, I explore how globalization changes the structure of

my model collapses with respect to its aggregate predictions to Anderson and van Wincoop (2003), and the
product-location-specific productivity draws have no impact.
I also build on and contribute to a vibrant area of ongoing research that centers on the gains from
multinational production and trade. Ramondo and Rodriguez-Clare (2013) develop a quantitative framework
for multinational production and trade. Their paper extends the Ricardian trade model by Eaton and Kortum
(2002) insofar as it allows the technologies that originated in a country to be used for production abroad. Their
paper provides a tractable framework to analyze trade and multinational production in a Ricardian world.

can be twice as large if multinational production is taken into account. Arkolakis et al. (2013) take the insights
of Ramondo and Rodriguez-Clare (2013) to a parameterized version of the Melitz model. Their framework
endogenizes firms’ initial entry decisions in a setting featuring comparative advantage and increasing returns to
scale, allowing them to analyze the allocation of innovation and production across countries. They show that
endogenizing entry is important, as shocks that induce a relocation of innovation abroad can reduce a country’s
welfare. Neither of these papers allows for fixed costs of foreign production, and both have difficulty generating
export platform sales that are of the right order of magnitude.3 While my model fits the export platform sales of
US multinationals well (without having aimed to fit those in the calibration), a restricted version of my model
without fixed costs generates lower export platform sales. Both fixed and variable costs discourage foreign
production, but it is the fixed costs that induce firms to concentrate their production in a few locations.4
My findings that multinational firms face significantly larger variable production costs abroad and
significant fixed costs of establishing foreign plants are in line with the findings of Irarrazabal et al. (2009).
They use data from Norwegian firms and develop a structural model that extends Helpman et al. (2004)
by incorporating intra-firm trade, and they find that a very large share of intra-firm trade is necessary to
rationalize the observed output data.5 Their paper ignores export platform sales, however, which makes the
set of production strategies among which a firm can choose much smaller. Without the possibility of export
platform sales, the decision of a European firm to set up an affiliate in the United States is independent of the
3 In

Ramondo and Rodriguez-Clare (2013), only when the productivity draws for ideas that originated in one country are uncorrelated across countries can the calibrated model come close to matching the data on export platform sales for US multinationals.
The calibrated model in Arkolakis et al. (2013) generates much lower export platform sales for US firms than in the data.
4 Fixed costs and export platforms have been analyzed together only in very restrictive settings. Neary (2002) shows in a
theoretical analysis that with export platform sales and fixed costs of establishing foreign plants, the European single-market policy
increases foreign direct investment into the EU from outside countries. Ekholm et al. (2007) develop a three-country model that
incorporates both fixed costs and export platform sales. Other three-country models with fixed costs and complex relationships
between domestic and foreign plants have been developed by Yeaple (2003) and Grossman et al. (2006). These last two papers
allow for more complex integration strategies of firms than my model. However, it is impractical to apply their model to the data
of many countries. Head and Mayer (2004) apply a model with multiple countries, fixed costs, and sales to surrounding markets
to data on Japanese affiliates under the restriction that each firm can only have a single production location. The interdependence
between firms’ location and production decisions has been reflected in empirical work by Baltagi et al. (2008) and Blonigen et al.
(2007), who apply spatial econometric methods to data on bilateral FDI and multinational firms’ sales and point out significant
third-country effects in their estimation results.
5 Instead of assuming intra-firm trade, I allow the production efficiency of foreign affiliates to differ from the production efficiency
at home (e.g., through communication costs with headquarters).
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They investigate the gains from trade, multinational production, and openness and find the gains from trade

decision to set up an affiliate in Canada, for example.6
Since in my model firms choose a set of production locations instead of making independent decisions
about whether to establish a plant for each country, this paper also joins a literature that studies large discrete
choice problems at the firm level.7 Morales et al. (2015) estimate a dynamic trade model in which the costs of
serving a foreign market depend on the set of foreign markets the firm had served in the past. This creates an
interdependency between the destination markets. Interdependent location choices within the firm also arise in
Holmes (2011), who estimates the determinants of the expansion of Walmart stores within the United States.

are point-identified, enabling me to conduct general equilibrium and counterfactual analysis.
The model presented in this paper and the general idea to embed the structure of the Eaton and Kortum
(2002) framework inside a single firm, can be fruitfully be applied to other contexts. For example, Antràs et al.
(2014) build on this model when studying the global sourcing decisions of U.S. firms. In related work discussed
further below, Head and Mayer (2015) build on this model when studying the location decisions and costs of
global car producers.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section II outlines the model. Section III estimates countryspecific fixed and variable production costs for German multinational firms via constrained maximum likelihood.
Section IV calibrates the general equilibrium, and Section V conducts the counterfactual exercises described
above. Section VI concludes.

II. A Model of Global Production with Export Platforms
I develop a model that explains in which countries firms locate their plants, how much they produce
in each country, and how much they ship from one country to another. Geography is reflected in three kinds
of barriers between countries: variable iceberg trade costs, variable efficiency losses in foreign production, and
fixed costs to establish foreign plants. Countries differ in endowments of labor and the mass and distribution of
firms. While the technology of local firms is part of the endowments, the set of firms that produce in a country
is determined endogenously. I assume a market structure characterized by monopolistic competition.
The model describes a novel view of the firm in the global economy. In a nutshell, I put the structure
developed by Eaton and Kortum (2002) inside a single firm. This involves thinking of the firm as consisting
of a continuum of products, with product-location-specific productivity shocks. However, a firm can produce
6 Existing

work on structural estimation with data on multinational firms is sparse. Exceptions are Feinberg and Keane (2006)
who structurally estimate US multinationals’ decisions to invest and produce in Canada, and Rodrigue (2014) who structurally
estimates a model of trade and FDI with data on Indonesian manufacturing plants.
7 The decision as to where to establish facilities and which market to serve from which facility is known as the ‘Facility Location
Problem’ in operations research. See Klose and Drexl (2005) for a survey of the literature on the ‘Facility Location Problem,’ which
is primarily concerned with developing solution algorithms to the single firm’s problem.
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Both papers use moment inequalities to conduct their estimations. By contrast, the parameters in my model

in a country only after paying a fixed cost of establishing production operations in that country, which are
also firm-country-specific. The advantage of this novel view of the firm is particularly visible when it comes to
empirical applications, which are described in more detail later on. However, it will be useful to give a quick
preview here. Firm-level data on multinational firms commonly comes with information on the set of countries
in which the firm produces and information on total output of the firm in each location conditional on the set of
production locations. The model delivers smooth and intuitive expressions for these economic terms while they
would be intractable step functions for a single product firm. In particular, I derive profit and sales functions

fixed costs, etc.) and a probability with which a firm selects a particular set of production locations. These
expressions are imbedded in a general equilibrium framework, and my model contains the standard gravity trade
model without multinational production as a special case.
I start with the description of demand and then turn to the problem of the firm.

II.A.

Demand
I assume standard CES preferences, with the distinction that here each firm has a continuum of products

instead of a single product.8 A good is indexed by a firm ω and a variety υ. I assume a measure 1 of varieties
per firm and a fixed measure of firms.9 If the representative consumer of country j consumes qj (ω, υ) units of
each variety υ of each firm ω ∈ Ωj , she gets the following utility:

σ/(σ−1)
Z Z1


Uj ≡ 
qj (ω, υ)(σ−1)/σ dυdω 
.
Ωj

(1)

0

The elasticity of substitution σ > 1 is identical between varieties inside and outside the firm. Assuming
the same elasticity of substitution between varieties within the firm and between varieties from different firms
simplifies the pricing decision by the firm. Consumers maximize their utility by choosing their consumption of
goods subject to their budget constraint. I denote the aggregate income in country j by Yj . Utility maximization
implies that the quantity demanded in country j of variety υ supplied by firm ω at price pj (ω, υ) is
qj (ω, υ) = pj (ω, υ)−σ

Yj
Pj1−σ

,

(2)

where Pj is the ideal price index in country j:
8 A modification of my model in which each firm produces a single final good – which is a CES aggregate of a continuum of
intermediates – and assuming that the firm sets intra-firm prices with a constant mark-up over marginal cost, yields isomorphic
firm-level and aggregate predictions. Since I can determine the optimal pricing rule in the final goods interpretation endogenously,
I focus on the continuum of final goods interpretation in the text below.
9 Antràs et al. (2014), who build on the framework presented in this paper, show how to endogenize the number of varieties per
firm and derive the prediction that more productive firms have more varieties. Additional data would be necessary to identify the
cost of adding varieties.
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for a firm when selecting a particular set of production locations that are smooth in all parameters (trade costs,


1/(1−σ)
Z


,
Pj ≡  pj (ω)(1−σ) dω 

(3)

Ωj

which is simply the standard CES price index over the firm-level price indices. The price index of firm ω to
country j is

(4)

0

and the expenditure on goods produced by firm ω in country j is

sj (ω) = pj (ω)1−σ

Yj
Pj1−σ

.

(5)

Next, I proceed to describe the problem of a single firm.

II.B.

The Firm’s Problem
Each firm behaves like a monopolist and faces a CES demand function for each of its products. Every

firm is infinitesimal and takes aggregate price indices, income, and wages as given. The problem of the firm
consists of two stages: first, the firm selects the set of countries in which to establish a plant in order to maximize
expected profits; it then learns about the exact quality of each plant and decides which market to serve from
which location for each product.10 For simplicity, I assume there are no fixed costs associated with exporting
and, consequently, every product is sold to every market.11
A firm is characterized by its country of origin, i, its core productivity parameter, φ, a vector of fixed
cost levels in every country, η, and a vector of location-specific productivity shifters, . All these variables are
firm-specific. There are N countries.

Production Decisions after the Plants are Selected. Denote by Z the set of locations the firm has selected for
production plants. I assume that a firm always has a plant in its home country. In those countries in which
the firm has established a plant, the firm draws a location-specific productivity for each of its products from
a Fréchet distribution.12 Let νj be a random variable that denotes the productivity level in country j for a
10 Without firm-plant-specific shocks the model would have zero likelihood as the ratio of output of two firms with the same set
of production location would be identical across countries, which is not the case in the data. The timing assumption - the firm
learns about the quality of each plant after the set of production locations is selected - simplifies the analysis of firm-level data for
reasons that I will discuss in Section 3.
11 Fixed costs of exporting (at the firm level) could be incorporated, similarly to Eaton et al. (2011) and Arkolakis et al. (2013),
but they are omitted for simplicity and would require additional data to be identified. After laying out the firm’s problem in
the following pages, I describe below in footnote 16 how fixed costs of exporting could be incorporated specifically and perform
sensitivity analysis to the empirical results in Section III.D.
12 See Kotz and Nadarajah (2000), Chapter 1, for a description of the Fréchet and other extreme value distributions.
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 1
1/(1−σ)
Z
pj (ω) ≡  pj (ω, υ)1−σ dυ 
,

particular product. The cumulative distribution function of a product’s productivity in country j is:


θ
−θ
Pr(νj ≤ x) = exp − (φj ) (γij x)
.

The product of the core productivity level, φ, and the plant-specific productivity shifter, j , determines
the level of the productivity draws in the plant in country j. Larger values of φj imply better productivity
distributions.13 The dispersion of the productivity draws is decreasing in θ. All firms from country i may have

example occur because of higher costs due to communication challenges, information frictions, or shipments of
intermediate products. For technical reasons I impose θ > max(σ − 1, 1).
At each location, the firm transforms units of labor into goods at a constant marginal cost inversely
proportional to productivity. The wage in country j is denoted by wj . Trade costs to ship goods from country
l to m are of the iceberg type and are denoted by τlm . Given these assumptions about production and shipping
technology, it is easy to derive that the costs to serve market m from country l ∈ Z are distributed as

Pr



−θ !
wl τlm
γil wl τlm
≤ c = 1 − exp −
cθ .
νl
φl

Having its production plants in place, the firm selects, for each product and market, the production
location that can supply that market at the minimum cost. Using the known properties of the Fréchet distribution, one can derive that the product-level costs with which the firm will serve market m are distributed
according to
Gm (c|i, φ, Z, ) = 1 − exp −

X  γik wk τkm −θ
k∈Z

φk

!
cθ

.

With CES preferences and monopolistic competition, the firm charges a constant mark-up,

(6)
σ
σ−1 ,

for

each good over the unit cost of delivering the good to each market. Using the optimal pricing rule, and the
distribution of product-level costs, (6), we can write the firm-level price index – defined in (4) – which aggregates
the product-level prices that the firm (i, φ, Z, ) charges in market m, as
!−1/θ
pm (i, φ, Z, ) = κ

1
1−σ

φ−1

X

(γik wk τkm )−θ θk

,

(7)

k∈Z

where κ = Γ

θ+1−σ
θ



σ
σ−1

1−σ

is a constant.14 The total sales of firm (i, φ, Z, ) in market m are

13 The reader familiar with Eaton and Kortum (2002) may recognize the similarity between the country-specific parameter T in
j
their paper and the firm-country-specific parameter φj in this paper.
14 This step is analogous to the calculation of the overall price index in Eaton and Kortum (2002) and uses the moment generating
function for Fréchet distributed random variables. The calculation requires the restriction made earlier that θ > σ − 1.
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lower productivity in country l, which is captured by an iceberg loss in production, γil . These losses may for

sm (i, φ, Z, ) = pm (i, φ, Z, )1−σ

Ym
1−σ .
Pm

(8)

The expressions for the firm’s price index, (7), and total sales, (8), in market m have intuitive properties:
the sales rise in the core productivity level of the firm; furthermore, the firm benefits particularly from having
a plant in a country k in which the variable costs to supply market m are low (low γik wk τkm ), and in which the
firm has a large plant-wide productivity shifter (large k ).

variety the location with the lowest unit cost to serve a market. We can write the share of products for which
the plant in country l is selected to serve country m as





µlm (i, φ, Z, ) = Pr argmin
j∈Z







(γ w τ )−θ θl
P il l lm
(γik wk τkm )−θ θk

γij wj τjm
k∈Z
=l =

νj


 0

if l ∈ Z
(9)
otherwise.

The share of goods that a firm ships from country l to country m is large if the plant in country l has
low costs to serve market m relative to the firm’s other plants. If the firm has a plant in country l (l ∈ Z),
the product-level cost at which a firm actually supplies market m from location l also has the distribution
Gm (c|i, φ, Z, ). Consequently, µlm (i, φ, Z, ) equals not only the share of products that a firm with location set
Z ships from location l to market m, but also the corresponding value share. Therefore, the sales from location
l ∈ Z to market m for such a firm are

! σ−1
θ
−θ
X
(γil wl τlm ) θl
−θ
θ
×
κ
(γ
w
τ
)
(φ
)
.
× P
slm (i, φ, Z, ) =
ik k km
k
−θ
(γik wk τkm ) θk
k∈Z
|
{z
}
k∈Z
market demand in m
|
{z
} price index of firm in m to the power of 1 − σ
Ym
P 1−σ
|m
{z }

(10)

% products sourced from l

My model implies a gravity equation for the firm-level sales. As in Melitz (2003), a firm’s sales from
country l to country m are rising in the firm’s core productivity level, φ, and the market demand of the
destination country,

Ym
1−σ ,
Pm

and decreasing in the trade barriers between the countries, τlm , and production

wages, wl . Interestingly, here the production barriers for firms from country i to produce in country l, γil , also
affect firm level trade flows, as well as the location and efficiencies of the firm’s other plants, which for each
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Due to constant returns to scale in the variable production costs, the firm will simply choose for each

product are alternative source countries in serving the destination country, m.15

16

The total revenue of the plant in country l ∈ Z arises from sales to all countries from this plant and
can be written as

rl (i, φ, Z, ) = κφσ−1

X Ym
1−σ 
Pm
P
m
k∈Z

−θ θ
l

(γil wl τlm )

−θ
(γik wk τkm ) θk

.
( θ+1−σ
)
θ

(11)

Proposition 1. The firm-level sales to each market increase as additional production locations are added to
the set of existing locations. However, there is a cannibalization effect across production locations. That is, a
firm that adds a production location decreases the sales from the other locations.
The revenue expression in (11) provides a generalization of the market potential concept considered
by Redding and Venables (2004), Head and Mayer (2004), and Hanson (2005). As in their papers, a plant’s
market potential depends on the local and surrounding countries’ market demand weighted by the trade costs.
In addition, here the set of other plants the firm owns and the other plants’ proximity to the markets matter
for the sales volume. The market potential collapses to their measure for firms with plants in only a single
country. Interestingly, the cannibalization effect across production locations becomes weaker as the Fréchet
parameter of the productivity draws, θ, falls. In the limit, as θ → σ − 1, the dispersion of the draws across
production locations is so large that all of the plants obtain their revenues from distinct products, and the
cannibalization effect disappears. To see this formally, note that the denominator in (11) approaches unity if
θ → σ − 1. Therefore, my model nests another, simpler model of global production in which each plant of a
firm produces a distinct product.
Next, I proceed to examine the optimal choice of the set of locations, Z.

Choice of Production Locations. There are various motivations for setting up foreign plants: a foreign plant
yields proximity to the local and surrounding markets, may have lower factor costs, and, finally, has a comparative advantage in the production of some of the firm’s products. On the other hand, the firm incurs a fixed
15 In

Melitz (2003), firms produce only in their country of origin, i.e. γil = ∞ if i 6= l. In this case, (10) simplifies to slm (i, φ, Z, ) =


wl τlm 1−σ
m
0 if i 6= l and slm (i, φ, Z, ) = κ Y1−σ
if i = l.
φ
16 One

Pm

l

may want to consider a richer version of the model in which firms face a fixed cost of market access, ιm wi . Consequently, a
firm would serve market m only if σ1 sm (i, φ, Z, ) ≥ ιm wi . Let sMAC
lm (i, φ, Z, ) denote the firm-level sales from location l to market
m implied by the model
augmented with a fixed market access cost. Then,
(
slm (i, φ, Z, )
if σ1 sm (i, φ, Z, ) ≥ ιm wi
.
sMAC
lm (i, φ, Z, ) =
otherwise
0
Importantly, such fixed costs of market access are independent of the set of production locations used to serve the particular market.
If the fixed costs of market access were a function of the set production locations used to serve a market, a firm would no longer
always choose for each product the minimum cost location to serve a particular market, and the model would lose tractability.
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I summarize the relationship between a firm’s plants in Proposition 1, whose proof is in the appendix.

cost for establishing a foreign plant, which motivates the firm to concentrate its production in as few locations
as possible. The firm selects a set of production locations based on its core productivity level, φ, its fixed cost
draws, η, and its country of origin, i. As it is assumed that a firm always has a plant in its home country, in
total, there are 2N −1 feasible combinations of locations. I denote the set that contains all sets of locations for
a firm from country i by Z i . Fixed costs have to be paid in units of labor from the host country. If the firm
P
chooses the set of locations Z ∈ Z i , the firm incurs fixed costs equal to l∈Z ηl wl .
The firm chooses the set of locations that maximizes its expected profits. The expected variable profits

represents variable profits:

E (π(i, φ, Z, )) =

1X
E (sm (i, φ, Z, )).
σ m

(12)

The total expected profits of set Z are the expected variable profits minus the fixed cost payments
associated with the locations contained in the set. I assume that no fixed costs have to be paid for the domestic
plant (or that they have been paid in the firm’s entry stage that I do not include in this model). The expected
total profits from choosing a set of locations Z are thus:

E (Π(i, φ, Z, , η)) = E (π(i, φ, Z, )) −

X

ηk w k .

(13)

k∈Z,k6=i

I write the set of locations that maximizes the expected profits as

Z(i, φ, η) ∈ arg maxi E (Π(i, φ, Z, , η)).

(14)

Z∈Z

While, in general, multiple sets of locations could be optimal for the firm, as long as the fixed cost
vector η is drawn from a continuous distribution (where the draws are independent across countries), the set of
fixed cost shock vectors for which the firm is indifferent across two or more location sets has measure zero.
In the following subsection, I turn to describing the endowments of each country, the aggregation of the
firms’ choices, and the global production equilibrium.

II.C.

Equilibrium
Country j is endowed with a population Lj and a continuum of heterogeneous firms of mass Mj . I

assume that the elements of the fixed cost vector, η, are drawn independently across countries from a distribution
denoted by F i (η) that can differ by the country of origin, i, is continuous, and has the positive orthant as its
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from Z are simply the sum of the expected sales to all markets multiplied by the proportion of sales that

support.17 The core productivity level, φ, and the vector of location-specific productivity shifters, , can be
realizations of arbitrary (potentially degenerate) distributions, which are denoted by G(φ) and H(), respectively.
Now I proceed to aggregate over the individual firms’ choices to establish expressions that I use in the
definition of the global production equilibrium below. The share of firms from country i with core productivity
φ that choose location set Z is

ρi,φ
Z =

Z

1 [Z(i, φ, η) = Z] dF i (η).

(15)

This formulation is used in the derivation of the total sales of firms that originated in country i from
country l to country m, Xilm . We can simply integrate over the core productivity levels of the firms from
country i, and write their sales as the weighted sum of the sales a firm would make from country l to country
m conditional on a location set, where the weights are the probabilities with which the firm actually chooses
this location set:
Z
Xilm = Mi

X

0
ρi,φ
Z 0 E (slm (i, φ, Z , ))dG(φ).

(16)

0
i
φ Z ∈Z

Aggregate trade flows from country l to m are then simply the sum of the term Xilm across all countries of
origin:
Xlm =

X

Xilm .

(17)

i

Following (3), the consumer price index in market m, Pm , consists of the firm-level price indices for
market m of firms from all countries. Again, the expression is the integral over the core productivity levels of
the firms and a weighted sum of the firms’ price indices conditional on their location choice:

Pm


Z
X
=
Mi
i

1/(1−σ)
X

0
i
φ Z ∈Z


0
1−σ
ρi,φ
)dG(φ)
Z 0 E (pm (i, φ, Z , )

.

(18)

In order to establish the labor market clearing condition for country k, I define the set of feasible
location sets for firms from country i that include a location in country k as ∆ik = {Z ∈ Z i | k ∈ Z}. Total
labor income in country k is equal to the sum of the wages paid in production in country k by firms from all
countries and of the wages paid in plant construction by foreign companies:

wk Lk =

X
σ−1X
Xkm +
Mi
σ
m
i6=k

Z Z
φ

η

X

1 [Z(i, φ, η) = Z] ηk wk dF i (η)dG(φ).

(19)

Z∈∆ik

17 For instance, the fixed costs to produce domestically are assumed to be zero, which generates differences among the fixed cost
contributions across countries.
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η

I assume that a representative household owns the domestic firms.18 The aggregate income in country
i is then the sum of the labor payments and the profits by firms that originated in country i:

Yi = wi Li + Mi

Z Z X
φ

1 [Z(i, φ, η) = Z] E (Π(i, φ, Z, , η)dF i (η)dG(φ).

(20)

i
η Z∈Z

Now that I have defined the expressions above, I can define the global production equilibrium.
Definition 1. Given τij , γij , F i (η), G(φ), H(), Mi , Z i , ∀i, j = 1, ..., N , a global production equilibrium is

pm (i, φ, Z, ), and location choices, Z(i, φ, η), for the firm, such that
(i) equation (2) is the solution of the consumer’s optimization problem.
(ii) pm (i, φ, Z, ) and Z(i, φ, η) solve the firm’s profit maximization problem.
(iii) Pi satisfies equation (18).
(iv) The labor market clearing condition, (19), holds.
(v) Yi satisfies equation (20).
Since the model is static, utility maximization implies current account balance. However, it is possible
that a country runs a trade deficit, which is financed by the profits that this country’s multinational firms
generate abroad.
In the following section I apply this model to data from German multinational firms to identify the
determinants of firms’ production and location choices. In this first tier of my empirical analysis, I take wages,
aggregate income, and price indices in countries as given.

III. Estimation of Fixed and Variable Production Costs
In the first tier of the empirical analysis, I use firm-level data on German multinational firms in the
manufacturing sector to measure the fixed and variable production costs by German firms in various countries.
The micro data enable me to measure both variable and fixed barriers to foreign production, which would be
impossible with aggregate data on multinational production (MP) only.
This Section proceeds as follows. Subsection III.A describes the data sources, and Subsection III.B
documents that German firms tend to concentrate their production in only a few countries, and – conditional
on being active in a foreign country – produce less in that foreign country than the relative size of the foreign
18 This seems to be a reasonable assumption: according to Cummings et al. (2010), in 2007, US residents held 86 percent of
the total market value of all US companies’ equities either directly as individual investors or indirectly through pension funds and
retirement and insurance accounts.
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a set of wages, wi , price indices, Pi , incomes, Yi , allocations for the representative consumer, q(ω, υ), prices,

economy (measured in GDP or gross production) would suggest if multinationals were free to move their
production abroad without any frictions. Subsection III.C describes the estimation of fixed and variable costs of
foreign production with constrained maximum likelihood, whose parameter estimates are presented in Subsection
III.D. Finally, Subsection III.E conducts a counterfactual analysis to document the quantitative importance of
each of these barriers.

III.A.

Data Description

turing sector. By law, German resident investors are required to report on the activities of foreign affiliates if
the affiliate has a balance sheet total above 3 million Euro and the investor has a share of voting rights of 10
percent or more. The information about the foreign affiliates is contained in the Microdatabase Direct Investment (MiDi) which is maintained by the German Bundesbank.19 I use data for the year 2005 for affiliates that
belong to the manufacturing sector and that are majority-owned by a parent firm in the manufacturing sector.
I focus on German multinationals’ activities in twelve Western European and North American countries.20 I
take the set of countries in which a multinational owns an affiliate (including the home country) as the corresponding data analogue to the set of production plants in the model. I observe the total sales for each affiliate
as well as the total sales for the parent company.21 In addition, I use data on all domestic, non-foreign-owned
German manufacturing firms from the Amadeus database. I add these firms to the empirical analysis, since
producing only domestic is an endogenous choice in the model, and ignoring such outcomes would lead to biased
estimates in the likelihood estimation below.22 Aside from firm-level data, I use several variables calculated
from aggregate data. I use data on gross production and bilateral trade flows from the OECD STAN database
to calculate country-specific manufacturing absorption, Ym . The calculation of this absorption measure is described in Appendix II. I use estimates from a standard gravity pure trade model as proxies for bilateral trade
costs, τlm , and price indices, Pm . The estimation of the pure trade model is described in more detail in Section
19 Other research uses of the database include Muendler and Becker (2010), who study the margins of multinational labor
substitution for multinational firms, and Buch et al. (2005), who characterize the patterns of German firms’ multinational activities.
20 These countries are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Switzerland, Germany, Spain, France, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Italy,
Netherlands, and the United States.
21 I consolidate multiple affiliates in the same country by the same parent company into one entity, since my model is silent on
how firms fragement their production within a country into plants and affiliates. See Fort (2014) for a very interesting paper on
production fragmentation.
22 I keep only domestic manufacturing firms with a balance sheet total above 3 million Euro, which is consistent with the size
threshold for foreign affiliates. To include as many domestic firms as possible into the analysis, if data on sales was available for a
domestic firm in Amadeus, but not its balance sheet total, I extrapolated the value of its balance sheet from a regression of balance
sheet on sales, and applied the cutoff to the extrapolated value.
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My analysis in this section is based on firm-level data on German multinational firms in the manufac-

IV.B.23

III.B.

Preliminary Evidence on Barriers of Foreign Production
The data contain 8,623 domestic manufacturing firms and 665 multinational firms with 1,711 positive

firm-country output observations in the selected host countries. The United States and France are the most
popular destination countries for German multinational firms. Columns 4-6 of Table I describe the activities at
the country level. The data on multinational firms display three striking patterns: First, despite being active in

German multinationals, the share of foreign production in total output is 0.29. Table A.1 in Appendix II shows
that the share of foreign production in total output rises as the number of foreign affiliates increases. However,
even for firms with more than six production locations, the average share of total output that is produced abroad
is only around 50 percent. Second, most multinationals concentrate their production in very few countries: The
average number of production locations (including the home country) is 2.57. This is consistent with the presence
of substantial fixed costs in order to establish a foreign affiliate. Third, conditional on firms’ establishing an
affiliate in a foreign country, the share of multinationals’ production that occurs abroad is small relative to the
share of foreign production potential. Suppose a firm’s output in country k were proportional to the value of
gross production in country k, as we would expect if there were no frictions to producing abroad conditional on
having established
an affiliate. Specifically, I calculate for each firm with location set Z the foreign production
P
yk

potential,

k6=i,k∈Z

P

yk

, where yk denotes gross production in manufacturing in country k and i denotes the country

k∈Z

of origin of the firm (here Germany). The average of this measure across firms is 0.44 as opposed to 0.29 for
the actual average foreign output share of the firms. This finding suggests that, beyond fixed costs, differences
in variable production costs affect firms’ production decisions.24

III.C.

Estimation
Next, I complete the empirical specification of the model, and then I show how fixed and variable

production costs can be estimated from location set and output data from German multinationals via constrained
maximum likelihood.
23 A natural question is whether the proxies for price indices and trade costs align reasonably well with the estimates for those
terms in the full global production model later. The answer is yes. The R-squared between the price index from the gravity trade
model and the price index in the full global production model with foreign production is 0.99 (the price index is systematically lower
with multinational production, but here only relative differences between countries matter). Similarly, the estimate of trade costs
is very similar across the two models; the R-squared again is 0.99. Trade costs and price indices in the two models are illustrated
in Figures A.6 and A.7 in Appendix IX. Note that while the similarity of the estimates suggest that for measuring trade costs MP
is not quantitatively important, I demonstrate the importance of MP for several counterfactual questions in the following sections.
24 This pattern is robust across various sub-sectors of the manufacturing sector (see Table A.2 in Appendix II), with the exception
being ‘other non-metallic mineral products’ in which the mean share of foreign production potential exceeds the mean share of
foreign production by German firms from this sector.
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at least one foreign country, they keep most of their production in the domestic country. On average, across all

Parameterization. As all firms in this section originate in a single country (G = Germany), I replace the i
subscript with a G subscript in this section. Let η̃t,Gk = wk ηt,Gk denote the value of the fixed costs that firm t
must pay to erect a production facility in country k. Let w̃Gk = wk γGk denote the unit input costs in country k
of German firms. I add a subscript t to the variables that are firm-specific. I assume that the fixed cost that a
firm has to pay to start production in country k, η̃t,Gk , is drawn independently across countries and firms from
a log-normal distribution with mean µη̃Gk and standard deviation ση̃ . I set the fixed costs in Germany to zero
and normalize the unit input costs in Germany to one. Further, I assume that the location-specific productivity

that the core productivity levels of the German multinationals are drawn from a Pareto distribution with scale
parameter µφ and shape parameter σφ .25 All these distributional assumptions are maintained for the rest of
the paper.
There are two parameters that cannot be estimated directly with the data at hand. I set the value
of the elasticity of substitution between products, σ, to six. This implies a reasonable mark-up of 20 percent
above marginal costs. The model requires the assumption that θ > σ − 1. For the baseline parameterization of
the model, I set the dispersion parameter of the productivity draws, θ, to seven, which is close to the median
estimate for the productivity dispersion parameter by Eaton and Kortum (2002). I show the robustness of the
estimates and counterfactual results to θ = 6 and θ = 9 in the Appendix. In general θ could be estimated if
a full matrix of affiliate-destination-specific sales for firms as well as a measure of source-destination-specific
trade cost was available. Equation (9) would provide structure for such an estimation. In a recent paper,
which builds on the model structure of this paper, Head and Mayer (2015) estimate θ = 9.2 using data on
source-destination-specific car model trade flows.

Empirical Strategy.

Before formally specifying the likelihood function, I discuss the intuition for the identi-

fication of the parameters. The econometrician observes firms’ production locations and their output at each
1−σ
location, as well as aggregate trade costs between countries and the market demand, Ym /Pm
, in every country.

Fixed costs provide an incentive for a firm to concentrate its production in a few locations, while larger variable
costs abroad reduce the output in all foreign locations in which the firm established a plant. A firm’s production
volume in a country depends on the firm’s productivity, trade costs, the local and surrounding market potential
of the country, and the set of other countries in which the firm has a plant and their characteristics. It is the
comparison between foreign production and home production that identifies the variable cost via a ‘within firm’
comparison (as the core productivity of the firm is held constant). All else equal, larger unit input cost imply
25 All these distributions have only positive support. The log-normal distribution provides a flexible functional form with parameters governing both mean and variance of the distribution. Similarly to recent models of exporting [e.g. Chaney (2008)], the
assumption of Pareto distributed core productivities implies that firm sizes are Pareto distributed in the closed economy version of
the model.
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shifter  is drawn from a log-normal distribution, log N (0, σ ), independently across countries and firms, and

lower production volume in a foreign country. Given knowledge about variable costs, firm-country-specific productivity levels can be recovered from the firm-country-specific output observations (this statement is formalized
in Proposition 2 below). Given other parameters and the variable costs, the identity of firms that operate a
plant in a country and their productivity identify the fixed costs. Roughly, the mean of fixed costs comes from
the number of plants established in a country and the dispersion parameter of the fixed cost distribution from
the correlation between a firm’s number of plants and a firm’s productivity (when the variance is large, this
relationship is weaker).

Constrained Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Following equation (15) from the model, we can write the probability that a firm with core productivity level φt selects location set Zt as
Z
Pr(Z = Zt | φt ; w̃, σ , µη̃ , ση̃ ) =

1{E (Π(φt , Z, , η̃; σ , w̃)) ≥ E (Π(φt , Z 0 , , η̃; σ , w̃)) ∀Z 0 ∈ Z G }dF (η̃; µη̃ , ση̃ ),

η̃

(21)
where the expected profits from selecting location set Z for firm t with core productivity φt and fixed
cost draws η̃t are:
X
1
E (Π(φt , Z, , η̃t ; σ , w̃)) = κφσ−1
t
σ
m

Z


Ym
1−σ
Pm

!(σ−1)/θ
X

(w̃k τkm )−θ θk

dH(; σ ) −

k∈Z

X

η̃t,k .

(22)

k∈Z,k6=G

The first term in equation (22) represents expected variable profits from having production facilities in
the countries contained in the location set, and the second term represents the fixed costs that the firm would
have to pay. Recall that the level of fixed costs is known at the time the firm makes its decision, but the firm only
learns how productive these facilities are after selecting its plants. The model attends to the possibility that, after
the plants are established, the operations in every country are hit by productivity shocks whose realizations were
not known to the firm when the production locations were established.26 The timing assumption simplifies the
computation: the firm chooses its optimal location only conditional on its core productivity level, φt , the vector
of fixed cost draws, η̃t , and other parameters that are common across firms, (w̃, σ ), but not also conditional on
the firm-country-specific productivity levels. As the firm has rational expectations, the dispersion parameter of
the productivity shocks, σ , enters the probability of the location choice specified in (21).
Aside from the information about a firm’s chosen locations, we observe its total output in each country
in which it is active. Given a parameter guess of the unit input costs across countries, we can learn about
the country-specific productivities of the multinational from the country-specific output levels. Note that the
26 A supporting piece of evidence from time series data on German, French, and Norwegian multinational firms is that the exit
probability of an affiliate is highest in the first year after it was established, which suggests that the firm learns something about
the affiliate only after it was created (Gumpert et al. (2016)).
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I continue to formally describe the estimation procedure below.

productivity of firm t in country l is the product of the core productivity level, φt , and the firm-country specific
P
productivity shifter, t,l . I denote this expression by ψt,l = φt t,l . Let rt,l (w̃, Zt , ψt ) =
slm (it , φt , Zt , t )
m

denote the total revenue from sales to all countries of firm t in country l.
Rewriting equation (11) from the model using the new notation, we get the following expression for the
output of firm t in country l:

rt,l (w̃, Zt , ψt ) = κ

θ
(w̃l τlm )−θ ψt,l
.
!( θ+1−σ
)
θ

P

−θ

(w̃k τkm )

k∈Zt

(23)

θ
ψt,k

We have such an equation for every location in which firm t has a production location. Let rt denote
the vector of outputs of firm t in its production locations. Importantly, knowing the output of a firm in each of
its locations and all other parameters allows us to pin down exactly its productivity level, ψt,l = φt t,l , in each
of its locations l. Proposition 2 states that given all other parameters, the solution to this system of equations
is unique (the proof is in the appendix).

G
× Ψ → RK
Proposition 2. Let r : RK
++ be the stacked vector of revenues as defined in equation
++ × Z

(23), where K denotes the number of countries in which firm t has a plant and Ψ = [ψmin , ψmax ]K with
0 < ψmin < ψmax < ∞. Then for any triple {rt , w̃, Z}, the vector ψ that solves rt − r(w̃, Z, ψ) = 0 is unique.
The likelihood function for each firm consists of the probability of its chosen location set and the density
of the plant-specific revenues of the firm conditional on its location set and its core productivity level. I integrate
out the core productivity level of each firm, which is observed by the firm but unobserved by the researcher.
The likelihood function of the parameters Θ = {w̃, σ , µη̃ , ση̃ , µφ , σφ } given the observed data on location choice
and revenues {Zt , rt }Tt=1 can be written as:

L(Θ; {Zt , rt }Tt=1 ) =

T Z
Y

Pr(Z = Zt | φ; w̃, σ , µη̃ , ση̃ )g(rt | Zt , φ; w̃)dG(φ; µφ , σφ ),

(24)

t=1

The first factor under the integral – the probability of the location choice – is specified directly in (21).
The second factor – the density of the revenues – can be expressed in terms of the density of the plant-specific
productivity shifters, t,l =

ψt,l
φt .

It follows from Proposition 2 that the vector of revenues, rt , can be inverted

to get the vector of plant-specific productivity levels, ψt . The firm-location-specific productivity shifter t,l is
i.i.d. across firms and locations. I rewrite the likelihood function in (24) as

L(Θ; {Zt , ψt }Tt=1 ) =

T Z
Y

Pr(Z = Zt | φ; w̃, σ , µη̃ , ση̃ ) |Jt (φ, w̃)|

t=1

Y
l∈Zt
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ψt,l (w̃)
| σ dG(φ; µφ , σφ ).
φ

(25)
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X Ym
1−σ
Pm
m

where h(· | σ ) denotes the univariate density of the firm-location-specific productivity shifter. The term
|Jt (φ; w̃)| is the determinant of the Jacobian, which is included in the likelihood function because of the change
of variables from the firm’s revenues to the firm’s productivity shifters.
Note that the firm-specific productivity shifter is not directly observed; we learn about the firm’s
productivity level in country k – given the current parameter guess and the observed country-specific output
levels of the firm – from a system of equations that contains the output of the firm in each of its locations
specified in (23). Therefore, I solve the following constrained optimization problem to estimate the parameters

max
Θ,ψ

subject to:

log L(Θ; {Zt , ψt }Tt=1 )
rt,l (w̃, Zt , ψt ) = κ

X Ym
1−σ
Pm
m

θ
(w̃l τlm )−θ ψt,l
!( θ+1−σ
)
θ
P
−θ θ
(w̃k τkm ) ψt,k

(26)

k∈Zt

∀ t ∈ {1, ...T }, l ∈ {1, ...N } such that l ∈ Zt .
In summary, I use data on the chosen set of countries, Zt , for each firm t (the probability of the location
choice is the first term of the likelihood function) and the observed output in every country rt,l in which firm t
is active (which is the left hand side of the constraints) to estimate the following parameters: the vector of unit
input costs, w̃, the vectors that characterize the destination-country-specific distributions of fixed costs, µη̃ and
ση̃ , the parameters for the core productivity distribution, µφ and σφ , and the parameter that characterizes the
dispersion of the firm-country-specific productivity shocks, σ . Given the structural parameters and the vector
of location-specific outputs, the vector of the firm-country-specific productivity levels, ψ, solves the system
of constraints. I control for unobserved heterogeneity in the core productivity levels of the firms and in the
country-specific fixed cost draws.

III.D.

Parameter Estimates
Columns 1 and 2 as well as the bottom panel of Table I display the parameter estimates. I find that for

German multinationals the variable costs of production (unit input costs) are systematically smaller in Germany
than in foreign countries, which is not surprising given the low foreign output share abroad discussed in Section
III.B. The unit input costs in Germany are normalized to one. The smallest difference in unit input costs is found
in Austria, where German multinationals face only around five percent larger variable production costs than at
home. Within Western European countries, the production costs for German multinationals are largest in Italy
and the United Kingdom (23 percent higher than in Germany). The production costs in the United States are
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in which the objective function is the logarithm of the likelihood function specified in (25):

around 35 percent higher than at home. The differences in production costs reflect both wage-level differences
and efficiency losses that occur by producing outside the home country. One would expect the efficiency losses
to be affected by the standard gravity variables (distance, contiguity, and language) and, accordingly, the unit
input costs show a tendency to rise with distance, and fall with contiguity and common language.
TABLE I
Maximum Likelihood Estimates, Implied Fixed Costs, and Descriptive Statistics
Estimated
Unit input costs
w̃

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Switzerland
Spain
France
United Kingdom
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
United States

Fixed costs
µη̃

Mean fixed costs of
established affiliates

Number
of firms

Mean
output

Median
output

91

76.3

34

45

235.3

37

36

536.0

28.5

70

58.3

17

117

191.9

32

191

107.7

30

121

119.4

23

18

36.3

19.5

100

65.0

27.5

46

83.1

25

211

569.0

26

1.051

3.544

6.796

(0.022)

(0.235)

(0.779)

1.150

3.859

9.904

(0.054)

(0.278)

(2.768)

1.261

3.776

8.755

(0.043)

(0.222)

(1.761)

1.155

3.462

6.050

(0.023)

(0.243)

(1.156)

1.155

3.207

7.632

(0.019)

(0.229)

(1.198)

1.152

3.227

7.287

(0.015)

(0.179)

(0.729)

1.234

3.176

7.204

(0.016)

(0.234)

(1.096)

1.106

4.054

5.438

(0.045)

(0.323)

(1.299)

1.235

3.284

7.072

(0.023)

(0.221)

(0.972)

1.118

3.724

7.927

(0.024)

(0.246)

(1.650)

1.353

3.205

6.798

(0.023)

(0.175)

(0.825)

S.d. log fixed cost, ση̃

1.086

Scale parameter productivity, µφ

(0.107)

Shape parameter productivity, σφ

6.436

S.d. log productivity shock, σ

(0.313)

Log-Likelihood

-9.86E+03

0.783
(0.003)

0.108
(0.005)

Number of firms, T

9288

Notes: Unit costs in Germany are normalized to one. Standard errors in parentheses. Figures in columns 3, 5, and 6 are
in millions of Euro. The 665 German MNEs mean (median) output in Germany is 625.8 million Euro (98 million Euro).
Source: MiDi database and own calculations.

We can give the fixed costs a value interpretation as we observe the firms’ output in Euro and, with
CES preferences and monopolistic competition, we can easily determine that variable profits are proportional
to output. Fixed costs are identified by observing the actual choice of production locations and variable profits
together with the counterfactual scenarios of how variable profits would change if the firm altered its set of
production locations. Note that my model does not distinguish between fixed costs to maintain a plant and
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Country

Data

sunk costs to establish a foreign plant. I use the parameter estimates together with the structure of the model
to calculate the mean fixed costs paid by firms that set up a production location in the respective countries.
The calculation of the mean fixed cost conditional on having established a plant in the country is described
in Appendix VI, and the results are displayed in column 3 of Table I. For most countries the estimated mean
fixed cost of plants that were actually established is 6-8 million Euro. The paid fixed cost is estimated to be
larger in Canada (8.8 million) and Belgium (9.9 million). The larger fixed cost estimates for these countries are
in accordance with the data displayed in columns 4 and 5 of Table I. Belgium has almost the same geographic

firms that have production locations in these countries is about the same, the output of affiliates in Belgium
is much larger. These differences result in lower estimated variable production costs in Belgium, but larger
fixed costs. The lower variable costs ensure larger firms in Belgium, while the larger fixed costs ensure that the
number of predicted entrants are comparable across countries. Similarly, only a small number of firms has a
plant in Canada, but they tend to have very large outputs. Unlike the unit input costs, the fixed cost estimates
do not show a tendency to rise with distance from the host countries.
As discussed in the model section, the analysis in this paper abstracts away from fixed costs of market
access. To conduct a sensitivity analysis on how the lack of fixed cost of market access may affect the estimation results, I carry out the following experiment: Suppose the estimated parameters in Table I are the true
parameters of the data generating process. However, in addition suppose there are also fixed costs of market
access, ιm wi = ῑ. I simulate data from this extended model with fixed costs of market access (see footnote 16
on how to include fixed costs of market access), and then estimate the regular model without such fixed costs of
market access. If the estimated parameters are very close to the true parameters, the bias from a lack of fixed
costs of market access does not seem to be severe. An obvious question is how large the fixed costs of market
access should be. Bernard et al. (2009) report that on average the export volume by US firms that serve only
a single market was about 250k USD in year 2000. Assuming that operating profits are 20 percent of sales, it
seems unlikely that the fixed costs of market access for those firms exceeded 50k USD (which was about 52.5k
Euro in year 2000), otherwise they would incur losses from exporting. I estimate the sensitivity of my parameter
estimates to fixed costs of market access of 50k, 100k, 200k and 300k Euro. Table A.3 in Appendix III presents
the results. For reasonable fixed costs of market access (50k - 100k Euro), the estimated parameters are very
close to the true parameters. However for very large fixed cost of market access, the estimated parameters
overstate the the cost of the foreign input bundle – making firms appear less efficient abroad than they actually
are. Overall, these results suggest that for empirically plausible values of fixed marketing costs, ignoring such
costs is not likely to severely affect the other parameter estimates. Furthermore, I illustrate in Table A.3 that
German MNEs’ share of export platform sales would vary only marginally from 0.37 to 0.39 between models
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location as the Netherlands and a similar local and surrounding market potential. While the number of German

with these fixed costs of market access.
I also evaluate the robustness of the parameter estimates for German multinational firms to alternative
values of the parameter θ. Table A.4 in Appendix III presents the results. The estimates are largely unchanged
for θ = 6 and θ = 9.

III.E.

Decomposing the Sources of Home Bias in Production

as the global economic environment changes (Caves [1996]).27 However, the evidence presented in Section
III.B suggests that this view of footloose multinationals is inaccurate, and, rather, firms show ‘home bias in
production.’ Further, while the copious literature on the proximity-concentration trade-off has provided evidence
for the presence of fixed costs, little is known about their quantitative importance. The parameter estimates
above demonstrate both significant fixed costs to starting production in a foreign country and higher variable
production costs abroad. In order to learn more about the quantitative importance of each of those barriers,
in this section, I let firms re-optimize their location decisions as well as their decisions about which market to
serve from which location, under different fixed and variable costs. I hold general equilibrium variables such as
income and price indices fixed as I change the cost parameters.
Table II contains the results. The model effectively fits the average share of foreign output across firms.
While in the data the average foreign output share is 0.29, in the estimated model the average foreign output
share is 0.28 percent. If the unit input costs in the foreign countries were the same as in Germany, and there
were no fixed costs for setting up foreign plants, then every firm would have a plant in each country, and the
average foreign output share across firms would be 0.87. The question arises as to whether fixed costs or larger
variable production costs abroad are the more important barrier to foreign production. If unit input costs were
equalized across countries, and fixed costs were kept at their estimated level, then firms would re-optimize their
production locations and output decisions such that the foreign output share would be 0.57. If, instead, fixed
costs were eliminated (and unit input costs held at their estimated level), the average foreign output share would
rise even further to 0.71. Overall, I find that both fixed costs and differences in unit input costs significantly
contribute to home bias in production. While both factors have a large quantitative effect, fixed costs are
slightly more important.

27 See

also The Economist on March 25, 2004: “Footloose firms: Are global companies too mobile for workers’ good?”
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Multinational firms have been characterized as footloose and free to reorganize their global operations

TABLE II
Average Share of Foreign Production in the Output
of German Multinationals

Data

0.288

Model

Same unit
input costs as
in Germany

No fixed
costs

No fixed
costs and same
unit input costs
as in Germany

0.566

0.708

0.874

(0.023)

(0.010)

(0.003)

Notes: Trade costs and price indices are held fixed. Standard errors in
parentheses.

IV. Calibration
In the second tier of my empirical inquiry, I focus on general equilibrium welfare analysis. In this
section, I calibrate the key parameters to the general equilibrium outcomes of the model using data for many
countries. Specifically, I calibrate trade costs, variable foreign production costs, and fixed costs of setting up
foreign affiliates, to data on bilateral trade flows, the values of output of firms from country i in country l, and
the estimates of German multinationals’ country-specific variable production costs from the previous section.
The estimates of fixed and variable production costs for German multinationals from the previous section enable
me to include both variable foreign production frictions and fixed costs in the analysis. On the aggregate level,
both fixed costs of establishing foreign locations and higher variable production costs abroad discourage foreign
production, so separating the two barriers would be infeasible with information only about aggregate flows. I
solve for the endogenous relative wages and price indices in every country.

IV.A.

Additional Data
The analysis incorporates the same twelve Western European and North American countries as the

previous section. Data on multinational production comes from Ramondo et al. (2015).28 Gross manufacturing
production and bilateral trade data comes from OECD STAN, and figures on labor endowments are drawn from
the Penn World Tables. Data on trade and multinational production (MP) are averages across the years 1996
to 2001, and the figures on population are for the year 2000.
28 Unlike

bilateral trade flow data, data on production activities of multinationals in foreign countries is documented only sporadically. Ramondo et al. (2015) construct a data set using data from UNCTAD on non-financial affiliate sales by firms from
country i producing in country l. Since many of the country-pairs’ observations are missing, they interpolate missing values using
a regression of affiliate sales on the stock of M&A between these countries (which is available for a wider set of country-pairs). For
the selected set of countries used in this paper, only 17 out of 132 country-pairs’ MP values in Ramondo et al. (2015) were obtained
via interpolation.
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0.278
(0.010)

IV.B.

Calibration Procedure
The model delivers predictions for MP and trade shares, which I use as moments to calibrate the

parameters.29 The share of expenditures by consumers from country m that is spent on goods produced in
country l (‘trade share’) is
ξlm =

Xlm
,
Ym

(27)

and the share of output produced by firms from country i in country l (‘MP share’) is

m
κil = P

Xilm
Xlm

.

(28)

m

The share of purchases of domestically produced goods and the share of production carried out by local
firms are included in these moments above. As an additional set of moments, I include the relative unit input
costs of German firms in various countries that were estimated in Section 3. These are driven both by the
foreign efficiency losses, γ, and endogenous relative wages, w. Relative variable production costs for German
(G) firms in country l are

wl γGl
wG .

Let w̃G denote the vector of such relative production costs for German

ˆG denote their estimates based on the German micro data in the previous section. The calibration
firms and w̃
procedure (formally described below in (29)) aims to bring these expressions – as well as the MP share and
trade shares in the model and data– close to each other while simultaneously solving for endogenous wages by
solving the equilibrium constraints. Note that I do not impose the restriction that multinational firms from
other countries have the same variable production costs as German firms in the foreign host countries. Rather,
as specificed below, the variable effiency losses of multinational firms producing abroad are imposed to follow
a gravity pattern. Since

wl γGl
wG

ˆG on gravity variables (but
contains wages, I cannot do a simple regression of w̃

instead need to solve the full model for each parameter guess to figure out what wages are; (29) solves exactly
that problem). The fixed cost estimates from Section 3 are not explicitly used in this procedure. However, they
are used indirectly, as they enabled the estimation of the variable production costs while controlling for fixed
foreign production costs.
I estimate the parameters that characterize the trade costs between countries l and m, τlm ; efficiency
losses of foreign production, γil ; and the distribution of fixed costs to set up plants in foreign countries as a firm
from country i, F i (η). I make the following restrictions on the functional form for trade and foreign production
iceberg costs:

τlm
γil
29 The

τ

τ
τ
τ
= βconst
(distlm )βdist (βcontig
)contiglm (βlang
)languagelm
γ

γ
γ
γ
= βconst
(distil )βdist (βcontig
)contigil (βlang
)languageil

for l 6= m
for i 6= l.

construction of MP and bilateral trade shares from the data is described in detail in Appendix II.
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P

Domestic production iceberg costs and trade costs are normalized to one, while fixed costs for the
domestic production location are set to zero. For all l 6= i, the fixed costs to set up a plant in location l for a
firm from i (in units of labor in the destination country) are drawn independently across firms and locations.
η
Formally, ηil ∼ log N (ln η̄il , βdisp
), where

η̄il

η

η
η
η
= βconst
(distil )βdist (βcontig
)contigil (βlang
)languageil

for i 6= l.

population in country i. As in the previous section, the value for the dispersion parameter of the product level
productivity shock distribution, θ, is set to seven, and the elasticity of substitution, σ, is fixed to six. The shape
parameter of the core productivity level distribution, σφ , and the dispersion parameter of firm-location specific
productivity shocks, σ , are set to the estimates obtained from the German micro-data in the previous section.
The three sets of moments are stacked into the following vector:



ξ(β, w, A) − ξ






d(β, w, A) =  κ(β, w, A) − κ 



ˆ
w̃G (β, w, A) − w̃G .
This vector d(β) is a 300 × 1 vector in which each element characterizes the distance between the
respective model outcome (given the parameter vector β) and the outcome in the data. The calibration’s
objective is to minimize the sum of the squared differences between the model outcomes and the data targets
for these outcomes. As we vary the parameter vector β, the equilibrium values of wages, profits (income), and
price indices change. Note that in order for firms to choose their optimal policy, only the equilibrium wages and
the market demand Am =

Ym
1−σ
Pm

need to be known. Let Am (β, A, w) denote the market demand in country m

that comes out of the policy functions of the firms and equations (20) and (18). Searching for an equilibrium,
we seek a vector of market demands A and wages w such that Am (β, A, w) = Am
labor market clearing condition, Ldl (β, A, w) = Ll

∀m = 1, ..., N , and the

∀l = 1, ..., N − 1, which is specified in (19), holds. As in the

previous section, this suggests a constrained optimization procedure to calibrate the parameters.
Formally, the calibration solves the following constrained optimization problem:
min d(β, w, A)0 d(β, w, A)

β,w,A

subject to:

(29)

Am (β, w, A) = Am

∀m = 1, ..., N

Ldl (β, w, A) = Ll

∀l = 1, ..., N − 1.
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The mass of firms in country i, Mi , and the size of the labor force, Li , are set proportional to the

As only relative wages matter, I normalize one country’s wages and drop one labor market clearing
condition. As I have 300 moments as targets and only 9 parameters, an obvious question is how to weight these
moments. I decide to be agnostic and give each moment the same weight.
I also calibrate a special case of my model in which the fixed costs to set up foreign plants are set to
infinity. Here, I simply choose the parameters of the trade cost function that provide the best fit to the data
on aggregate trade shares. As no multinational production arises under this restriction, I call this the ‘pure
trade model.’ It is observationally equivalent to the model by Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) in terms of

gravity parameters of the trade cost function for this restricted model. In addition, I calibrate two other special
cases of my model - a model without fixed costs of foreign production and a model without the possibility
of export platform sales. The exact calibration procedure for these models is described in Appendix XII and
Appendix XIII, respectively.

IV.C.

Calibration Results
The parameter estimates for the global production model and the pure trade model are displayed in

Table III. The sum of the squared deviations from the MP and trade shares in the data and calibrated model
are displayed under ‘Norm MP fit’ and ‘Norm trade fit’ in Table III. What stands out is that the estimates of
the trade barriers are very similar across the two models. In both models, trade costs are rising with distance
with an elasticity of around 0.13.31 Note that the global production model no longer implies a gravity equation.
Nevertheless, both models fit the aggregate trade data similarly well and the gravity equation still provides a
very good approximation for the trade patterns in the global production model. Using the trade flows and trade
costs implied by the global production model, the R2 from regressing log trade flows on log trade costs and
source and destination fixed effects is 0.99. Furthermore, while the trade elasticity in the pure trade model is
equal to 1 − σ = −5, in the global production model the trade elasticity is distinct but close (-5.38). That the
trade flows predicted by the global production model can be well approximated by the gravity trade model is not
entirely surprising. The global production model implies gravity to hold at the firm-level, but with firm-specific
multilateral resistance terms (i.e. the denominator of the second term and the third term of equation (10)),
which depend on which set of countries a firm has a plant. These firm-specific multilateral resistance terms
together with the fact that firms differ in the set of countries in which they have a plant imply that gravity
does not hold exactly in the aggregate. However, it does in a knife-edge case, when θ → σ − 1. In that case,
30 If fixed costs of exporting were included, the restricted model with no multinational production would be equivalent to Chaney
(2008).
31 The distance parameter in the trade cost function is comparable to the distance elasticity of trade flows in the standard gravity
model only after the elasticity of substitution is taken into account. The standard gravity trade model’s distance coefficient is
τ
τ
(1 − σ)βdist
. Given σ = 6 and βbdist
≈ 0.13, the implied level of the distance coefficient is −0.65, which is less than one standard
deviation away from the median distance coefficient estimate in the literature [see Table 3.4 in Head and Mayer (2014)]. A standard
gravity regression with importer and exporter fixed effects leads to a comparable distance coefficient of −0.6.
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aggregate trade flows between countries.30 Using only the trade shares as the targets, I calibrate the same

as discussed in the model section, the plants of the firms obtain their revenues from distinct products, so the
multilateral resistance is the same across firms, independent of the set of countries in which the firms have a
plant.
TABLE III
Calibrated Parameters
Global Production
model

No Export
Platform model

No Fixed
Costs model

0.723
0.139
0.922
0.934

0.781
0.121
0.926
0.931

0.940
0.083
0.898
0.906

0.796
0.115
0.923
0.937

Variable MP cost
γ
constant, βconst
γ
distance, βdist
γ
language, βlang
γ
contiguity, βcontig

1.211
0.004
0.984
0.944

0.958
0.028
0.964
0.936

1.974
0.015
0.988
0.867

Fixed MP cost
η
constant, βconst
η
distance, βdist
η
language, βlang
η
contiguity, βcontig
η
dispersion, βdisp

2.608
0.000
0.851
1.429
0.262

2.059
0.000
0.186
1.455
1.091

0.242
0.172

0.224
0.250

Trade cost
τ
constant, βconst
τ
distance, βdist
τ
language, βlang
τ
contiguity, βcontig

Norm trade fit
Norm MP fit

0.258

0.221
0.318

Identification of the variable MP cost parameters comes from the moments on variable production costs
for German multinational firms in different countries. In Figure A.4 in the appendix, I compare German firms’
variable production costs in various destination countries implied by the calibrated model with the estimates
from the firm-level data in the previous section; the numbers are closely matched. The iceberg loss in foreign
production, γil , is calibrated to around 1.2 and lower in the case of contiguity and common language between
the firm’s country of origin, i, and the country of production, l. The identification of the fixed cost parameters
comes from the moments on bilateral MP shares. I present scatter plots on the model’s fit of trade and MP
shares in Appendix VIII. By contrast, the calibrated iceberg loss in foreign production, γil , is much larger
(around 1.97) for a model without fixed costs of foreign production (Column 4 in Table III).
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Pure Trade
model

IV.D.

Fit of Export Platform Shares
The calibration is targeted to fit bilateral trade and MP shares, as well as the relative variable production

costs of German multinationals in various countries. How does the calibrated model perform with respect to
moments it did not try to fit? I use data from the BEA on the export platform share of US multinational
firms in all countries included in my estimation, other than the US, to compare the model’s predictions to the
actual data. While the model with no export platform sales predicts no export platform sales by construction,

Table IV. I find that the global production model captures the export platforms shares relatively well, though
it underpredicts export platform sales in large economies (i.e. Germany or Spain). Furthermore, I find that
the export platform shares are on average 1.2 times as large in the benchmark global production model as in
the restricted model without fixed costs. Why does the model with fixed costs of foreign production fit the
export platform sales better? Fixed costs cause firms to concentrate their production in fewer locations, which
generates export platform sales. In Appendix IV, I show for a symmetric world how additional production
locations lead to lower shares of export platform sales.
TABLE IV
Export Platform Shares - Data and Models

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Switzerland
Germany
Spain
France
United Kingdom
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands

Data

Global Production
model

No Fixed
Costs model

0.54
0.63
0.37
0.69
0.47
0.41
0.37
0.34
0.80
0.33
0.62

0.49
0.76
0.30
0.70
0.21
0.13
0.24
0.20
0.66
0.12
0.52

0.46
0.74
0.23
0.68
0.16
0.10
0.19
0.15
0.63
0.09
0.48

Interestingly, the relationship between export platform sales and the number of production locations
of the firm depends on the parameter θ. I show in Table A.5 in Appendix V that the export platform shares
are on average 1.6 times as large in the benchmark global production model as in the restricted model without
fixed costs for θ = 9. For higher θ there is more cannibalization between plants by the same firm, since the
productivity draws are less dispersed. However, going in the other direction, if there is more dispersion in the
productivity draws and in the limit, θ → σ − 1, there is no longer any cannibalization between plants, and the
number of plants by the firm would be unimportant for the export platform sales.
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I compare the predictions between the global production model and the special case with no fixed costs in

V. General Equilibrium Counterfactuals
I proceed by conducting counterfactual analysis. In each counterfactual, the general equilibrium is
resolved for the new parameter values. I contrast the counterfactual predictions of the global production model
with the no export platform model and with the no fixed costs model to illustrate the types of questions in
which allowing for export platform sales or fixed costs of foreign production changes the counterfactual general
equilibrium outcomes. I begin with an analysis of an important current policy issue.

Potential Effects from a Canada-EU Trade and Investment Agreement
In 2013 the EU and Canada reached a political agreement on the key elements of a trade and investment

agreement: CETA.32 What will be the effects of such an agreement – if it is ratified – on the signatories and the
US? My setup is particularly suitable for addressing this question. As multinational firms tend to concentrate
production in just a few locations and serve the rest of the world via export platform sales, investment liberalization agreements may have particularly strong third-country effects. Third-country effects arise in pure trade
models due to the terms of trade effects. With multinational production – in addition to the terms of trade
effects – an additional effect arises: the firm can directly move its production locations and volume between
countries, so the effect on third countries may be stronger as firms respond to changes in the global bilateral
investment cost structure. For instance, a European firm may want to have only one plant in North America.
As investment barriers to Canada fall, this firm may move its plant from the United States to Canada. This
outcome would be missed by models that do not take into account export platforms, since without export platforms the firm’s decision to establish a plant in one country is independent of its investment decision in other
countries.
Suppose a deep investment agreement can be reached that lowers both variable and fixed MP costs
between the EU countries and Canada by 20 percent. Table V displays the difference in the MP-shares before
and after the liberalization. The global production model predicts the aggregate MP-share of EU countries
in Canada would increase by 11.5 percent. US firms would react to higher Canadian wages and reduce their
investment in Canada such that the share of US production in Canada would fall from 16 to 12 percent. Finally,
the total foreign production in Canada would increase by a factor of 1.24. Simultaneously, part of the EU
countries’ increased investment in Canada would crowd out their previous production in the US. EU countries’
production share in the US would fall from 4.57 to 4.33 percent. In relative terms, this is a decline of 5 percent.
32 Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA). Currently proposed measures to remove investment barriers between
the EU and Canada include increased investment protection, harmonization of regulation, the removal of barriers to executive labor
mobility, and improvement in access to information for foreign investors. More information from the Canadian government can
be found here: http://www.canadainternational.gc.ca/eu-ue/policies-politiques/trade_agreements-accords_commerciaux.
aspx?lang=eng. More information from the EU commission can be found here: http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.
cfm?id=974.
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V.A.

Canadian firms would react to higher relative wages in Canada and increase their activities in the US, but only
by a small share compared to the decrease in EU firms’ activities.
In contrast, results from the model with no export platform sales predict that a Canada-EU trade and
investment agreement would lead to no significant delocation effects of EU multinationals’ production in the US.
This is because without export platform sales, the only channel for an agreement to affect EU multinationals’
production is through changes in wage and price indices across countries, which only lead to minor changes in
EU production shares in the US. Similarly, the delocation effect of production in the no fixed costs model is

Across all models the predicted welfare changes are qualitatively similar. Canada would experience the
largest welfare gains. The welfare gains in EU countries would be positive but moderate in size and larger for
smaller countries. The US and Switzerland would experience small welfare losses. The US economy is large
enough that the aggregate welfare effects of even a substantial diversion of EU investment from the US to
Canada would be small.
TABLE V
Counterfactual Changes of Lower EU-Canada MP Costs
– Difference in Inward MP Shares
Global Production
model
Canada
EU countries
Switzerland
United States

Canada
-7.51
11.51
-0.11
-3.89

United States
0.01
-0.24
0.00
0.23

No Export
Platform model
Canada
-2.00
3.64
-0.02
-1.62

United States
0.01
0.01
0.00
-0.02

No Fixed
Costs model
Canada
-6.43
7.68
-0.02
-1.23

United States
0.00
-0.02
0.00
0.01

Notes: Counterfactual: Reduction in variable and fixed MP costs between EU and Canada by 20 percent. Differences in MP shares: 100 × (κ0il − κil ); column: destination l, row: source i.

As a comparison to the potential effects from a Canada-EU agreement, I also compute the potential
effects of a hypothetical EU-US agreement that would lower variable and fixed foreign production costs between
the signatories by the same proportion. As expected given the differences in these countries’ relative sizes,
the effects on the non-signatory partners from such an agreement would be even larger: the share of EU
multinationals’ production in Canada would fall by one percentage point, and the welfare in Canada would fall
by about a quarter of a percent. Table A.9 in the appendix contains the predicted outcomes for such an EU-US
agreement.
I proceed with the analysis of a classic question in the trade literature, which has been studied by Eaton
and Kortum (2002) among others: how large are the benefits of foreign technology?
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substantially lower than in the global production model.

V.B.

The Benefits of Foreign Technology
It has been widely documented that countries’ technologies evolve over time.33 How much do countries

benefit from foreign technology improvement, and how do our estimates of these gains differ between models
that allow for multinational production and those that do not? To answer these questions, I follow Eaton
and Kortum (2002) and study what happens to welfare in foreign countries if all US firms improve their core
productivity levels by 20 percent.34 Similar to their paper, I find that in a pure trade model the percentage

however, an additional source of gains for foreign countries arises: multinational firms use the better technology
in their foreign plants and crowd out some of the production of less productive domestic firms. Hence, the average
productivity in foreign countries rises, which in turn lowers those countries’ consumer price indices. Interestingly,
in the global production model, the welfare gains in foreign countries from a US technology improvement are
about an order of magnitude larger than in a pure trade model. Still, Canada – as the neighboring country –
benefits most from a US technology improvement, as the costs both to ship goods and to produce abroad rise
with distance. Welfare gains from a US technology improvement in foreign countries are highly correlated (0.91)
with the share of output in these countries that is produced by US firms.
TABLE VI
Gains from US Technology Improvement

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Switzerland
Germany
Spain
France
United Kingdom
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
United States

Pure Trade
model

Global Production
model

No Export
Platform model

No Fixed
Costs model

1.0009
1.0005
1.0070
1.0007
1.0003
1.0005
1.0003
1.0006
1.0022
1.0004
1.0006
1.1987

1.0299
1.0199
1.0410
1.0231
1.0066
1.0195
1.0092
1.0149
1.0505
1.0133
1.0219
1.2222

1.0033
0.9806
1.0551
0.9802
1.0038
1.0172
1.0029
1.0282
1.0348
1.0118
1.0089
1.2133

1.0210
1.0126
1.0225
1.0176
0.9994
1.0041
1.0004
1.0016
1.0348
1.0013
1.0106
1.2138

Notes: Counterfactual: Productivity improvement of all firms that originated in the United States
by 20 percent.

The United States also gains more from its firms’ technology improvement when multinational production is allowed (US welfare increases by a factor of 1.222 instead of 1.198). Without multinational production,
the change in real profits is proportional to the change in real wages. With multinational production, US multi33 For
34 The

example, by Bernard and Jones (1996) and Levchenko and Zhang (2011).
core productivity level of the firms is Pareto distributed; I multiply the draws for US firms by 1.2.
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gains decay dramatically with distance and size (the results are in Table VI). With multinational production,

national firms can benefit from the relatively cheaper labor in foreign countries and receive larger profits, which
raises US consumer’s income. Note that the US welfare gains exceed 20 percent under a unilateral technology
improvement for US firms. In contrast, if all countries improve their firms’ technology by 20 percent, every
country’s welfare will simply rise by 20 percent (not displayed in the table). This implies, for different initial
conditions, e.g. after the increase in productivity of US firms, the welfare gains for the US from a technology
improvement in all countries other than the US could be negative, as US firms’ profits would decline.35
To summarize, in the global production model, since the level of technology used in a country’s pro-

countries’ production. In other words, multinational firms enhance the spread of technology to foreign countries.36 The gains in foreign countries depend crucially on the cost of foreign production, which I carefully
estimate in this paper. The precise nature of the costs to foreign production is also important. The baseline
model systematically implies larger welfare gains abroad from the US technology improvement than does the
no fixed costs model. In models without multinational production, the cost of foreign production is infinite by
assumption, and the welfare gains abroad are estimated as even lower.

V.C.

The Gains from Multinational Production, Trade, and Openness
I continue by studying the gains from multinational production. I define as the gains from multinational

production the change in real income one finds when going from a version of the model with infinite costs of
multinational production to the model with the calibrated parameters. The relative changes in outcomes for
welfare, real wages, and real profits are displayed in Table VII. Interestingly, real wages and real profits respond
quite differently to the availability of multinational production. Real wages increase due to multinational
production, since multinational production substantially lowers the price index. In contrast, real profits fall
from allowing multinational production in almost all countries. Note that the effect of multinational production
on real profits is ambiguous. On the one hand, multinational production raises production efficiency and lowers
a multinational’s cost curve. On the other hand, the aggregate price index falls, which lowers demand, and
multinational firms bear the burden of fixed costs for multinational production. Furthermore, firms’ market
shares across countries are affected by multinational production. Firms from some countries are able to expand
their market shares due to multinational production at the expense of sales by firms from other countries. I
find that real profits in smaller countries tend to fall more than in larger countries because of the availability of
multinational production. Note that if fixed costs were zero, real profits would rise for firms in more countries
35 In

Appendix XIV, I present levels of parameters for which my model can be solved analytically and show that whether the
welfare gain of the country whose firms improved their technology exceeds the rate of technology improvement depends on the
increase in global market share due to the technology improvement.
36 The gains from foreign technology improvements may be even larger when spillovers are included. Poole (2013) finds evidence
for knowledge transfers from multinational to domestic firms in Brazilian matched worker-establishment data. Alfaro and Chen
(2012) estimate that around 2/3 of the gains from multinational production arise through technology spillovers.
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duction is endogenous, an overall improvement in US firms’ technology improves the technology used in foreign

(see the results for the no fixed costs model in Table VII), since the share of profits in revenues would be higher.
Therefore, fixed costs are relevant not only for explaining firm-level global production choices and matching the
aggregate data on export platform sales, but also for understanding the overall gains and distributional effects
from multinational production.

TABLE VII
Gains from Multinational Production

Austria
Belgium
Canada
Switzerland
Germany
Spain
France
United Kingdom
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
United States

No Export Platform model

No Fixed Costs model

Welfare
change

R. profit
change

R. wage
change

Welfare
change

R. profit
change

R. wage
change

Welfare
change

R. profit
change

R. wage
change

1.038
1.027
1.029
1.032
1.013
1.020
1.015
1.018
1.044
1.017
1.025
1.008

0.733
0.761
0.806
0.740
0.924
0.844
0.900
0.875
0.682
0.879
0.793
1.003

1.099
1.080
1.074
1.091
1.030
1.056
1.038
1.047
1.117
1.044
1.071
1.009

1.053
1.044
1.094
1.056
1.019
1.027
1.024
1.050
1.067
1.022
1.028
1.010

0.914
1.084
0.973
1.087
0.923
0.842
0.916
0.886
0.940
0.867
0.902
0.992

1.080
1.036
1.118
1.049
1.038
1.064
1.046
1.083
1.093
1.053
1.053
1.014

1.046
1.028
1.022
1.042
1.015
1.016
1.018
1.011
1.060
1.016
1.024
1.012

0.738
0.784
0.904
0.719
1.036
0.954
1.015
0.995
0.619
0.997
0.860
1.066

1.108
1.077
1.046
1.107
1.011
1.029
1.019
1.015
1.148
1.020
1.057
1.001

Notes: Counterfactual: Prohibitive costs of multinational production. A number in this table represents the outcome from the calibrated model divided by the outcome from the same model with no multinational production.

The changes in real wages from allowing multinational production in the baseline model are comparable
to the changes in real wages from allowing trade (the tables with the results on the gains from trade and openness
are displayed in Appendix X). For each country, the increase in real profits because of trade is substantially
larger than the increase in real wages. Trade enables firms to exploit comparative advantage, concentrate their
production in a few locations, and economize on fixed costs. Without trade, firms need to incur fixed costs for
every market they want to serve, as this requires them to establish a local plant. Further, each product needs
to be produced locally even though, if trade were available, a plant in another country would have comparative
advantage in producing some of these products.
Finally, I evaluate how welfare changes if both trade and multinational production are shut down, so
that each country operates in autarky. Non-surprisingly, as neither trade nor multinational production can
substitute for the absence of the other, the welfare losses of autarky are more substantial than if only trade or
multinational production were shut down. For most countries, the change in real wages is similar to the change
in welfare, as real profits are roughly unchanged. Real profits tend to increase through the availability of trade,
and they tend to fall through the availability of multinational production. As expected, small countries benefit
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Global Production model

substantially more from openness than do large countries.

VI. Conclusion
My paper contributes to the literature on international trade and multinational firms by developing a
new framework that is less restrictive in its assumptions about where multinational firms can produce and sell,
and what cost structure they face. In particular, my model accounts for both export platform sales and the

have proven tractable only after excluding many of the strategies that firms actually use or shutting down
mechanisms that are almost universally thought to be important. My framework can be used for a wide range
of possible empirical applications with either firm-level or aggregate data.
The analysis with firm-level data documents that German multinational firms still produce a large share
of their global output in their home country, despite the fact that they are active in multiple countries. My
estimates on the variable efficiency losses to foreign production and increasing returns at the plant-level suggest
that a characterization of multinationals as footloose is inaccurate. Both differences in variable production
costs across countries and fixed costs of establishing foreign plants turn out to be important barriers to foreign
production for German multinational firms.
General equilibrium analysis reveals that multinational firms play an instrumental role in the transmission of technology improvements to foreign countries. As multinationals have the ability to re-optimize their
production locations and output decisions when the cost structure across countries changes, trade and investment agreements can have a significant third-country effect, which would be missed if multinational firms are
excluded from the analysis or modeled in a more restrictive way. My findings accord with the common perception that countries compete for multinational firms and that small countries would be hurt disproportionately if
a country nearby were to improve the conditions for multinationals from other countries, as this policy-change
induces a firm-delocation effect. My framework can be used to quantitatively investigate the implications of
such policies or other changes to the economic environment.
Overall, there are gains and losses from combining both fixed costs of foreign production and export
platform sales into one model. Export platform sales should not be ignored since they account for a large fraction
of output of firms’ foreign plants. I find that fixed costs of foreign production help to fit key moments of the
data and that the precise nature of the costs of foreign production is relevant for counterfactual predictions.
At the same time, some analytic tractability that is present in the models by Ramondo and Rodriguez-Clare
(2013) and Arkolakis et al. (2013) is lost when including fixed costs of foreign production. It is noteworthy that
such tractability re-emerges for a special case of my model, if one is willing to assume that θ → σ − 1. This
increased tractability comes at a cost, however, since this special case also looses some economic features, as
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there is no longer any cannibalization between plants within the firm under this condition.
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Appendix I: Propositions
Proposition 1. The firm-level sales to each market increase as additional production locations are added to
the set of existing locations. However, there is a cannibalization effect across production locations. That is, a
firm that adds a production location decreases the sales from the other locations.
Proof. Let Z 1 ⊃ Z 2 . The proposition consists of two parts. Part (i) states, sm (i, φ, Z 1 , ) > sm (i, φ, Z 2 , ) ∀m.
Proof: Substituting equation (7) into (8) yields
Ym
1−σ
Pm

!(σ−1)/θ
X

(γik wk τkm )−θ θk

which increases as additional locations are added to Z since σ > 1.
slm (i, φ, Z 2 , ) if l ∈ Z 2

,

k∈Z

Part (ii) states, slm (i, φ, Z 1 , ) <

∀m. Proof: Substituting equations (9), (8) and (7) into (10) yields

slm (i, φ, Z, ) =



m

κφσ−1 PY1−σ


m

(γil wl τlm )−θ θl
!( θ+1−σ )
P
k∈Z

(γik wk τkm )−θ θk

if l ∈ Z

θ




 0

otherwise.

The denominator increases as additional locations are added to Z since θ > σ − 1.
G
Proposition 2. Let r : RK
× Ψ → RK
++ × Z
++ be the stacked vector of revenues as defined in equation

(23), where K denotes the number of countries in which firm t has a plant and Ψ = [ψmin , ψmax ]K with
0 < ψmin < ψmax < ∞. Then for any triple {rt , w̃, Z}, the vector ψ that solves rt − r(w̃, Z, ψ) = 0 is unique.
Proof. The proof shows that the conditions for the univalence theorem of Gale and Nikaido (1965) are satisfied.
Clearly r(w̃, Z, ψ) is differentiable with respect to ψ and Ψ is a closed rectangular region. It is left to show that
the Jacobian matrix of the mapping r is a P-Matrix at all ψ ∈ Ψ.
I simplify the expression in equation (23) in the following way. I drop the constants and define α =
θ+1−σ
,
θ

and ỹm =

Ym
1−σ .
Pm

Given the assumptions made in the text, 0 < α < 1. I denote clm = (w̃l τlm )−θ .

Further, I drop the firm index t. Then rt,l becomes

rl (c, Z, ψ) =

X

ỹm 

m

clm ψlθ
α
P
θ
ckm ψk

k∈Z

Note that
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sm (i, φ, Z, ) = κφ

σ−1

∂rl
∂ψl

−αθclm clm ψl2θ−1 + θclm ψlθ−1
=

X

ỹm



m

ckm ψkθ

P
k∈Z


P
k∈Z

ckm ψkθ



α+1
!

(1 − α)θclm clm ψl2θ−1 + θclm ψlθ−1
=

X

ỹm

m


P

k6=l,k∈Z

ckm ψkθ

α+1

> 0

and for k 6= l
X
−αθckm ψkθ−1 clm ψlθ
∂rl
=
ỹm 
α+1 < 0
∂ψk
P
m
θ
ckm ψk
k∈Z

∂rl
|ψl >
It is easy to see that at all ψ ∈ Ψ, | ∂ψ
l

P
k6=l

∂rl
| ∂ψ
|ψk ∀l, hence the Jacobian matrix of r has a
k

dominant diagonal in the sense of Gale and Nikaido (1965). This along with the fact that

∂rl
∂ψl

> 0 ∀l implies

that the Jacobian matrix of r is a P-Matrix.
Then the univalence theorem of Gale and Nikaido (1965) implies whenever r(w̃, Z, a) = r(w̃, Z, b), where
a, b ∈ Ω, then a = b.
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k∈Z

ckm ψkθ

P

Appendix II: Data
A.

German Multinationals Data
All parent companies and majority-owned affiliates are from the manufacturing sector. Table A.1

documents the average foreign production share by the number of production locations. Table A.2 describes
the average foreign production share and the average share of foreign production potential at the sector level.

Number of
production
locations

Number
of firms

2

474

3
4
5
6
≥7
all

102
40
23
14
12
665

Mean share
of foreign
production

Mean share
of foreign
production potential

0.26

0.37

(0.20)

(0.24)

0.32

0.54

(0.18)

(0.19)

0.35

0.65

(0.19)

(0.13)

0.39

0.71

(0.16)

(0.10)

0.46

0.75

(0.15)

(0.08)

0.48

0.80

(0.06)

(0.07)

0.29

0.44

(0.20)

(0.25)

Notes: Statistics for German MNE activities in 12 Western European
and North American countries. Standard deviations in parentheses.
Source: MiDi database.
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TABLE A.1
Foreign Production Shares by Number of
Production Locations

TABLE A.2
Foreign Production Shares by Sector
Sector

Number
of firms

Mean number
of production
locations

Mean share
of foreign
production

Mean share
of foreign
production potential

Manufacture of ...
textiles

15
22

chemicals and chemical products

85

rubber and plastic products
other non-metallic mineral products
basic metals
metal products
machinery and equipment
electrical machinery and apparatus

67
23
31
72
138
34

radio, television, and communication
equipment and apparatus

15

medical, precision, and optical instruments,
watches, and clocks

49

motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers

57

all

665

0.34

0.39

(0.22)

(0.25)

2.36

0.26

0.37

(0.66)

(0.25)

(0.23)

3.05

0.33

0.45

(1.79)

(0.22)

(0.26)

2.73

0.32

0.45

(1.21)

(0.21)

(0.25)

2.65

0.39

0.34

(1.19)

(0.24)

(0.21)

2.35

0.22

0.40

(0.66)

(0.14)

(0.24)

2.32

0.27

0.43

(0.78)

(0.17)

(0.23)

2.49

0.25

0.46

(1.16)

(0.17)

(0.26)

2.79

0.26

0.48

(1.65)

(0.17)

(0.26)

2.33

0.24

0.51

(0.72)

(0.16)

(0.28)

2.33

0.30

0.54

(0.75)

(0.20)

(0.24)

2.82

0.30

0.48

(1.28)

(0.21)

(0.25)

2.57

0.29

0.44

(1.20)

(0.20)

(0.25)

Notes: Statistics for German MNE activities in 12 Western European and North American countries. Standard deviations in parentheses. Statistics are displayed for sectors with more than 10 German multinationals. Source: MiDi database.

B.

Aggregate Data
This appendix describes the construction of the trade and MP shares. All data comes from Ramondo

et al. (2015). The trade data is for the manufacturing sector only, while the MP data covers the entire nonfinancial sector of the economy. I implicitly assume that the MP in the service sector is proportional to the MP
in the trade sector. The same assumption is made by Arkolakis et al. (2013). All data are averages over the
years 1996-2001.
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Publishing, printing, and
reproduction of recorded media

2.27
(0.80)

Trade Shares.

Absorptionm = GrossP roductionm + T otalW orldImportsm − T otalW orldlExportsm − T otOtherImportsm

where T otOtherImportsm represents the total imports by country m from countries not included in the analysis.

T radeSharelm =

Let Yil denote the value of output produced in country l by firms originating from country i. The

construction of the MP shares takes into account that the set of countries included in this study is only a subset
of the entire global economy (though an important part of it, with good local coverage, e.g. Western Europe
and North America). Further, the total production of firms at home is not directly observed. I therefore take
data on gross non-financial production in the respective country, and subtract the MP from 50 other source
countries contained in Ramondo et al. (2015), which has the same sectoral coverage. This gives me an estimate
of the value of local production, Yii .
Yjl
M P Sharejl = P
,
Yil
i∈C

where C denotes the set of countries included in the analysis.

Supplementary Material
An Online Appendix for this article can be found at QJE online (qje.oxfordjournals.org).
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MP Shares.

Xlm
Absorptionm
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